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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: USE FOR DEFERIPRONE

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Michael Spino

Attorney Docket Number: P1016U501

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for US. National Stage under 35 USC 371
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt
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——

Title of Invention: USE FOR DEFERIPRONE

——

Payment information:

 
——

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 
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Document Document Descri tion File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (if appl.)

1 Statutory disclaimers per MPEP 1490 Executed—1—321.pdf 1c24d831 0f9230c6c4292e563f94bc1 653099
£1291

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

Information:

2 Assngnee showmg of ownership per 37 Executed—3—73b.pdf 1CFR 3.73 al3420d5c7da6l381b7285544a68eb0483'
36f63

The page size in the PDF is too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4. If this PDF is submitted, the pages will be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and may affect subsequent processing

Information:

3 Fee Worksheet (SBO6) fee—info.pdf 295203d0dd4b6920e72400106b27e0d7340
059cef

Information:
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